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AMEN Pt.4: THE HIDDEN ONE, AMON, AMUN, 

AMIN, AMAN, KING TUT 

 

Fragment of a stela showing Amun enthroned. Mut, wearing the double crown, 
stands behind him.  Both are receiving offerings from Ramesses I, now lost.  From 
Egypt.  The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaelogy, London. 

Mut means mother and she was worshipped as the mother goddess of Egypt 
along with her consort Amun.  The double crown she wore symbolized her rule 
over the whole land of Egypt, lower and upper Egypt combined. 
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Here is a better picture of what we were just looking at.  Remember amun was 
worshipped before the time of Nimrod.  And when we think it strange to see 
depictions of male and female gods and goddesses being worshipped.  Remember 
the fallen angels procreated with human women.  So we have a mixture of 
wickedness going on against God as we see satan building his kingdom and 
receiving worship.  In Egypt the pharaoh’s wives would carry the title god’s wife of 
Amun. 
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School U said, You didn’t find anything.  Stop your lying.  Amen is an ancient 
Egyptian word and the word was not originated by the Hebrews.  Do some REAL 
research next time.  The word, amen was the name of the chief diety in ancient 
Egypt and it means  “The Hidden” or “The Unseen.” Do some research! 

Winman said: No one said that amen doesn’t mean the “hidden one,” but that 
according to Revelation 3:14, Jesus was called The Amen.  Furthermore, the 
amen, aman, amon, amun, amin, was worshipped by the ancient Kushites, 
ancient Egyptians, and the ancient Greeks…I do not believe anyone of us are lying, 
we either don’t have the same level of knowledge or we are choosing to believe 
what we want to believe even when truth is looking us square in the face… 

Notice how many different spelling variations have been mentioned for amen.  
What I have found in research is that spelling has changed over time and from 
country to country.  And the luciferians also get creative in how they spell things 
and don’t seem to mind as long as they sound the same and we don’t put it 
together.   

Remember we don’t see a time where Egypt worshipped and served God in our 
Bibles but just the opposite, they were continuously leading the Israelites into 
idolatry against God.  So I certainly don’t believe a main god of theirs for 1000’s of 
years was the God of the Bible and the same God we serve today.  I do not believe 
they were calling on a title for Christ.  This false god amen, who is satan predates 
Abraham.  This is truly back to the beginning of our Bibles and the fallen state of 
the world, after sin entered through satan’s tempting Eve.  It did not take satan 
long to get busy over in Egypt establishing his worship there after God came 
against the Tower of Babyl. 
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Rio said: Doing research above and beyond what you find on the lying internet 

and fake-a-pedia, what’s understood is that the true and original Earth’s race is 

black.  All other races have been genetically modified.  Of course the elite don’t 

want and won’t ever let this be known in the mainstream.  And as for the word, 

“amen” it’s true and original meaning is, let it be hidden!  So why do we use it and 

believe it to mean something good, because when finishing a prayer or request to 

Creater with amen, you’re doing what the negative power that be want.  Please 

do not take my word for it, research this info yourself!  Step outside of the box 

and programming we’ve been enslaved to believe! 

*This person seems to believe initially everyone was black.  There is a movement 

that is tied to the Hebrew roots movement.  The movement believes that the 

Israelites were all black.  I have spoken with Pastor Erustus about this before and 

he does not believe this way.  This is just another deceptive movement for people 

to get caught up in.  The Hebrews mixed their races, they never stayed pure and 

away from other idolatrous nations as God wanted them to.  Moses married an 

Ethiopian / Cushite woman and Aaron and Miriam didn’t like it.  (Numbers 12) 

Joseph married the daughter of an Egyptian priest of the city On which is the city 

of the sun. (Gen.41:50, Gen.46:20)  The Israelites were constantly mixing their 

race. Read Ezra chapters 9 and 10 and find out how quickly they did this after they 

were released from captivity in Babylon for 70 years. Do not get caught up into a 

race debate or fight, it isn’t worth it.  God loves His children the same no matter 

what color we are. 

Gal.3:28 - There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is 

neither male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus. 

I wanted you to see what this person said about amen meaning “let it be hidden.”  

I could see this being true, deceiving all the people to say this word all the time 

thinking it meant something else.  Causing Christians to think it meant “hidden” as 

in God Who we don’t see.  That is witchcraft, believing that what you speak 

becomes true.  Only God has the power to speak something into existence 

(Romans 4:17).  We agree with His Word and we speak in faith but we don’t 
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speak things into existence – that is new age and satan’s system.  We would 

certainly not want to be speaking out that we want things to be hidden. 

The witches are always trying to get us to participate in their witchcraft by 

repeating words that they prompt their congregations to say or take part in their 

spells to give it power even in our ignorance.  That is word magic.  One way their 

witchcraft gains power is when we participate because it shows that we agree 

with them and are listening and being taught by them.  That we are doing what 

they want or what they say.  Following them.   

And now this word for satan is said in all of God’s churches.  They scrub the 

internet to make it hard to dig down to truth.  They control the online information 

and they print books that say what they want us to believe etc.  The unsaved Jews 

hate Jesus.  No I don’t believe they are saying His title in their rituals, songs and 

prayers.  But rather it is for the one they chose to follow and worship. 
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Today when the Christians recite the biblical prayer, at the ending they say 

“amen.”  As shown, amen is a two syllable word in the four syllable “amenhotep.”  

The Encyclopedia Britannia vol. 12 1957, p. 78 say “amenhotep means ‘He in 

whom amon is content.’  It is believed the phonetic name of ammon means ‘The 

Hidden One.’  For only the pharaoh and his high priest were privileged and 

allowed to look upon ammon in the innermost sanctuary, to view the statue or 

symbol of representation.   

From the Encyclopedia Britannia – Amenhotep, means ‘he in whom amon is 

content.’  In Egypt they believed the god was the father of the pharaoh.  So  

Amenhotep is the pharaoh, and his name means that the god he serves, amon – 

satan, is content with him.  Notice here they bring out the aspect that “amen” 

means ‘The Hidden One’ and that only the high priest and the pharaoh were 

privileged to look upon him in statue form or a symbol representation.  This is a 

mimicking of God the Father in heaven.  The Tabernacle that Moses built and the 

Temple that Solomon built were patterned after God’s Temple in heaven.  They 

had a separate room where the ark of the covenant was kept with the mercy seat 

and cherubim and this was called The Holy of holies or the holiest place of all.  So 

satan set the same thing up in his earthly kingdom in Egypt.   

 

 

Mark said: I tend to agree with you on this theory.  Tutmose (the brother of 

Akhenaten) who is possibly “Moses.”  Tut-mose, story in Egyptian is similar to the 

story and timeline of Moses in the Bible. 

When we study, we do look at history and into things that have been recorded 

outside the Bible to see what lines up and what does not.  Remember Moses was 

raised as an Egyptian by Pharaoh’s daughter, she gave him his name. (Exodus 2) 
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We must let the Holy Spirit lead our studies, He knows everything and even 

though I used to be blinded, He did not leave me that way.  Study God’s Word, 

pray, and seek Him for more revelation, ask Him not to leave you deceived. 

 
Jennifer Bristol said: The proper name is amun-ra the sun god.  Also originally 

known as ra or aten-ra.  Look it up in Egyptian pantheon mythology. 

Eric McKenzie said: The people of Kemet did not use vowels so no one can 

definitively say which spelling is correct.  It could be amun and it could equally be 

amen eg amenemhet or amenhotep as in amenhotep iv (the Greek form is 

amenophis and is the king who we know today as akhenaten).   

Be careful where you are checking your facts.  Ultimately, it would be best to go 

back to the hieroglyphs and see for yourself. 

This was a great point about the vowels.  The Egyptians or people of Kemet did 

not use vowels.  Remember the Masoretes, the ones who supposedly gave us our 

Old Testament translations from original Hebrew, tell us the same thing – they did 

not use vowels back then.  Interesting correlations when you really look at it.  The 
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Hebrews largely wrote and spoke the languages of the places where they went 

into captivity, namely Babylon and Egypt.  So it makes sense why this word is 

spelled so many different ways but means the same thing. 

 

 

This piece of information shows how the nations would place the name of their 

god before their own name.  Representation and symbolism – Some scholars have 

claimed that Ashur was represented as the winged sun that appears frequently in 

Assyrian iconography.  Many Assyrian kings had names that included the name 

Ashur, including, above all, Ashur-uballit I, Ashurnasirpal, Esarhaddon (Ashur-aha-

iddina), and Ashurbanipal.  Epithets include beiu rabu “great lord,” ab ilani “father 

of gods,” sadu rabu “great mountain,” and il assure “god of Ashur.”  Ashur is the 

Assyrian name for Nimrod.  You can see that in Genesis 10:11. 

*Please play this video on the origin of amen*This man’s youtube channel was 

pulled down.  He shares how to read the hieroglyphs of Amentutankh or King Tut 

and how the powers that be have worked to change and disguise that name so 

that we don’t catch on to the fact that the word “amen” was used at the 

beginning of his name because it honored the god that he served. (about 4.5 

min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swWoyMKIM6E 

That sounded like good information to me.  His channel got pulled for a reason.  

Censorship.  However, I have seen iah or yah and el mixed at the beginning and 

ending of many supposed Biblical names.  Samu-el, Dani-el, Isa-iah, Jerem-iah, 

Ezeki-el.  The waters are very muddied today. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swWoyMKIM6E
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“Tut-ankh-amen, Amenism, Atenism and Egyptian Monotheism”  With 

hieroglyphic texts of hyms to amen and aten.  By: E.A. Wallis Budge.  Seems 

credible to me that they put the amen on the end of his name so we would not 

pick up on it.  These are the kinds of things they do to hold back the truth from us. 

CLOSING 
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This came up in one of the very first searches I did in my research on “amen.”  The 

site is factcheck.afp.com  And it says: ‘Amen’ is of Hebrew, not Egyptian, orgin.  

(They state this boldly to stop you in your tracks and get most people to say I 

thought so and to move on without really knowing or getting to the truth.)  Claim: 

The word ‘amen’ is derived from the ancient Egyptian god Amun Ra  Claimed by: 

Multiple People 

Surely you have learned by now that Snopes, and other online fact checkers are 

just part of the agenda to sway you to believe whatever the beast system wants 

you to believe.  This fact checker is not giving accurate information.  But they 

know that many people will just believe what an online fact checkers says and 

shut their research down right there.  You have to research the fact checkers 

today and see who signs their pay check, then you’ll get to the bottom of why 

they are saying what they say.  Think about the censorship we are seeing right 

now with this virus.  If you speak against their vaccines or bring out credible dr’s 

or nurses or any information other than what the beast system government says, 

you will be censored.   

PRAYER 

 

 

 

 

 

From the book: “The Transformation Process of a People” 

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Transformation_Process_of_a_Peo

ple/39XYIh-

nxf4C?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=amenhotep+III+made+those+he+conquered+pray+to+

amen&pg=PT28&printsec=frontcover 

https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Transformation_Process_of_a_People/39XYIh-nxf4C?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=amenhotep+III+made+those+he+conquered+pray+to+amen&pg=PT28&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Transformation_Process_of_a_People/39XYIh-nxf4C?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=amenhotep+III+made+those+he+conquered+pray+to+amen&pg=PT28&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Transformation_Process_of_a_People/39XYIh-nxf4C?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=amenhotep+III+made+those+he+conquered+pray+to+amen&pg=PT28&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.com/books/edition/The_Transformation_Process_of_a_People/39XYIh-nxf4C?hl=en&gbpv=1&dq=amenhotep+III+made+those+he+conquered+pray+to+amen&pg=PT28&printsec=frontcover
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https://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2010/11/where-the-word-amen-

came-from/  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amun 

https://aminoapps.com/c/paranormal/page/blog/amun-creator-

god/PJBE_jVQHmudb37R316eQWxjLwoWaR253Yq 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amun 

https://blackhistory938.wordpress.com/2017/06/01/the-pagan-origin-of-the-

word-amen/ 

https://ancientegypt.fandom.com/wiki/Amun 

Amenophis II mentioned in this research 

https://isthatinthebible.wordpress.com/2014/05/05/the-phoenician-god-

resheph-in-the-bible/ 

Amentet - research 

http://www.ancientegyptonline.co.uk/amentet.html 

Amen & hallelujah - origins 

http://www.dzyantheosophy.org/---matram---hpb.html 

Jewish witchcraft rituals to which amen is stated afterward. 

http://bloodpassover.com/xbp.pdfsource Thisiszionism   

Revelation Part 1, Amen, Amen Ra, Cursing your prayer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btEV6ulu4yg 

 *About amen and yhwh* The Jews took adjectives about God and turned them 

into names for Him.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZeSH9BnV1k 
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